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References External links Category:Industrial automation Category:CNCNanotechnology General News The latest news from academia, regulators research labs and other things of interest Posted: May 18, 2015 Wearable e-vapor 'popsicle' can be dissoluted to release its vapor (Nanowerk News) A wearable and dissolvable system that vaporizes an e-liquid that can be inhaled through a mucous membrane has been developed by researchers at
Harvard Medical School and Brigham and Women’s Hospital in Boston and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). The potentially disposable and dissolvable device can deliver the same intense sensations of being high as current, similarly complex and costly systems. The device is the first such e-vapor “popsicle” to be shown to deliver the same intensity of the high, at least for e-liquid composed of nicotine and the ingredient

flavoring propylene glycol. The e-vapor popsicle is a completely novel product, consisting of an atomizer with a heated tube that allows the liquid e-liquid inside the popsicle to vaporize completely into its liquid state once it contacts the mouth of the user. In contrast to devices currently available, the heating tube does not use a battery or other external power source, leading to the possibility that multiple uses of the device are possible without
recharging. The e-vapor popsicle is a completely novel product, consisting of an atomizer with a heated tube that allows the liquid e-liquid inside the popsicle to vaporize completely into its liquid state once it contacts the mouth of the user. In contrast to devices currently available, the heating tube does not use a battery or other external power source, leading to the possibility that multiple uses of the device are possible without recharging.
While conducting studies on the benefits of vaporized e-liquid, Professors Herbert W. Lehr and Robert W. Egan at HMS and the Koch Institute and Professors Qi Zhang, Max G. Cafiso, and Zhong-Yi Lu at Harvard’s McGovern Center for Brain Imaging and Department of Brain and Cognitive Sciences respectively observed that the intense perception of high and the sweet flavor of the flavoring for e-liquid “makes it a perfect option for

those seeking a pure nicotine delivery system that is both safe and potentially dissolvable,” said Lehr. “The results of our 3da54e8ca3
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